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1. Introduction

During the last decades, the miniaturization of electronic devices has strongly influenced the technological evolution. For instance, Moore's law states that roughly every 18 months the number of transistors per microchip doubles. This law has been valid remarkably well in the last 40 years and it is expected to hold for some more years to come. This process requires an ongoing reduction of feature sizes, and assumes that the components of a microchip can be scaled down arbitrarily without changes in their performance. However, conventional transport theories will fail on such small feature sizes. When the size is comparable to the mean free path \(l_e\) of the conduction electrons, the mesoscopic transport regime is entered leading to so-called finite-size (FSE) or classical-size effects. These effects include additional electron scattering processes both at the surface of the structure and at inner grain boundaries. When the structure size even reaches the Fermi-wavelength \(\lambda_F\) and, hence, the electronic wave function becomes confined, quantum-size effects (QSE) are expected to occur which involve a change of the density of states and, thus, affect the transport properties as well as the optical properties.

1.1 Bismuth

In order to study these confinement effects, bismuth is an ideal material because of its unique electronic properties. The electrons possess a large mean free path being in the range of 100 to 250 nm at room temperature that increases to the millimeter range at 4 K (Cronin et al., 2002). Further, they exhibit a long Fermi wavelength of 40 to 70 nm (Garcia et al., 1972; Duggal & Rup, 1969) which is more than one order of magnitude larger than in typical metals. Since both intrinsic length scales (\(l_e\) and \(\lambda_F\)) are large, finite-size as well as quantum-size effects can be investigated in comparatively large specimen. Furthermore, Bi is a semimetal with a very small indirect band overlap resulting in a low charge carrier density \(n\) compared with conventional metals (\(3 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) at 300 K, \(3 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) at 4 K). The electron effective mass \(m^*\) in bismuth amounts to (0.001 – 0.26) \(m_e\) depending on the crystalline orientation with \(m_e\) being the free electron mass (Lin et al., 2000). This very small \(m^*\) facilitates the observation of QSE.

The current study of the transport properties of bismuth and bismuth compound nanowires is also partly motivated by theoretical studies, that predicted substantial enhancements of
the thermoelectrical figure of merit $zT$ for low-dimensional materials (Lin et al., 2000). While in bulk materials the parabolic density of states $D(E)$ means that the electron density around the Fermi level is small, in one-dimensional structures such as nanowires the spikes in the $D(E)$ suggest that the thermal power factor $S^2\sigma$ can be intentionally increased in a controlled manner. In addition, thermal conductivity $\kappa$ can be significantly reduced by phonon scattering at wire boundaries. Thus, a figure of merit $zT = 6$ at 77 K has been predicted for $n$-doped Bi nanowires with diameter 5 nm oriented along the trigonal axis (Lin et al., 2000). This efficiency approaches that of conventional vapor-compression unit and, thus, experimental evidence of such a $zT$ enhancement would have a large impact on the thermoelectrics industry.

Fig. 1. a) Schematic of the rhombohedral lattice structure (dashed bold lines) of bismuth belonging to space group $R\bar{3}m$ together with the hexagonal unit cell (dashed thin lines) (Hofmann, 2005). The solid bold and thin lines are the vectors spanning the rhombohedral and hexagonal lattice, respectively. $C_1$, $C_2$, and $C_3$ are the bisectrix, binary, and trigonal axes. Schematics of b) the band structure and c) the Brillouin zone of bismuth.
The band structure of bismuth is schematically depicted in Fig. 1(b). The electrons and holes are located at the L- and at the T-point of the Brillouin zone, respectively (Fig. 1(c)). A small indirect overlap $E_0$ is present between the valence band at the T-point and the conduction band at the L-point making Bi to a semimetal. Both at the L-point and at the T-point a direct band gap exists. The size of the gap at the L-point amounts to $E_{gL} \approx 15 \text{ meV}$ and $\approx 36 \text{ meV}$ at 0 and 300 K, respectively (Black et al., 2003). In contrast, the size of the gap at the T-point is rather unknown. In literature, values ranging from 50 to 400 meV can be found for room temperature (Bate & Einspruch, 1967; Isaacson & Williams, 1969; Omaggio et al., 1993). The Fermi energy $E_F$, whose value is defined with respect to the lower edge of the L-point conduction band, amounts to 26 and 56 meV at 0 and 300 K, respectively (Gallo et al., 1962).

In the following sections the effect of low-dimensionality on the electronic properties will be described briefly.

1.2 Finite-size effects

Finite-size effects involve additional electron scattering from the wire surface as well as from grain boundaries within the wire leading to an increase of the specific electrical resistivity. Mayadas and Shatzkes developed a model for the influence of the electron scattering from grain boundaries on the electrical resistivity which depends on the mean grain size $D$, the mean free path $l_e$, and the reflection coefficient $R$ of the boundaries (Mayadas & Shatzkes, 1970).

$$\frac{\rho_s}{\rho_\infty} = 3 \left[ \frac{1}{3} - \frac{1}{2} \alpha + \alpha^2 - \alpha^3 \ln \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\alpha} \right) \right] \text{ with } \alpha = \frac{l_e}{D} \frac{R}{1-R}$$

(1)

Fig. 2. Schematic of electron scattering from grain boundaries.

The influence of electron scattering at surfaces on the electrical transport properties was studied theoretically already in the first half of the last century. In the 1930’s K. Fuchs developed a model to treat the electron scattering from the surface of thin films (Fuchs, 1938). This theory was extended to square shaped and cylindrical wires by MacDonald and Sarginson (MacDonald & Sarginson, 1950) and R.B. Dingle (Dingle, 1950), respectively. According to these theories the contribution of the electron scattering from the surface to the electrical resistivity depends on two parameters: (i) The specularity $\varepsilon$ of the scattering processes with $0 < \varepsilon < 1$ and (ii) the ratio $k$ of film thickness, respectively, wire diameter $d$ and electron mean free path $(k = d/l_e)$. The equations (2a) and (2b) are approximations for completely diffuse scattering ($\varepsilon = 0$) from the surface for cylindrical wires with diameters much smaller ($k << 1$) and much larger ($k >> 1$) than the electron mean free path [4], respectively. Expressions (2c) and (2d) are the analogical approximations for partly diffuse scattering processes ($\varepsilon = 0.5$).
Fig. 3. Schematic of specular and diffuse scattering of electrons from the wire surface. $E$ is the applied electrical field.

Note that the models are simplified in so far that they assume materials having a spherical Fermi surface and that they do not take into account the angle of incidence of the charge carriers on the surface. J.E. Parrott improved Fuchs’ theory to materials having spheroidal and ellipsoidal Fermi surfaces and by introducing a critical wave vector $K_0$ which depends on the angle of incidence $\theta$ of the electrons on the surface (Parrott, 1965). By this approach the reflection coefficient becomes a function of the wave vector and, thus, of $\theta$. When the wave vector is less than $K_0$ the reflection coefficient is $\varepsilon = 1$ and $\varepsilon = 0$ for $K > K_0$, i.e., the scattering from the surface becomes specular for $\theta < \theta_0$ while it becomes abruptly completely diffuse for $\theta > \theta_0$. Barati and Sadeghi extended this model to nanowires of materials with non-spherical Fermi surfaces, in particular, for bismuth nanowires (BS model) (Barati & Sadeghi, 2001). For bismuth nanowires oriented normal to the trigonal axis, the conductivity can be written as

$$
\sigma = \frac{\sigma_{\text{bulk}}}{\sqrt{\det a}} \left[ 1 - \frac{6}{k} \int_{\rho_0}^{1} \exp \left( -\frac{k}{2\mu} \right) \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{k}{2\mu} \right) \right] \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - \mu^2}} \mu \, d\mu \right]
$$

(3)

where $\mu = \sin \theta$, $k = r/\lambda$, $\sigma_{\text{bulk}}$ is the electrical conductivity of bulk bismuth, and $\alpha$ is the reciprocal mass tensor.

1.3 Quantum-size effects

As the system size decreases and approaches nanometer length scales, it is possible to cause dramatic variations in the density of electronic states $D(E)$ which is schematically depicted
for different dimensionalities in Fig. 3. This dramatic change is caused by the spatial confinement of the electronic wavefunction. While for 3-D materials $D(E) \sim \sqrt{E}$, in quasi-one-dimensional structures – such as nanowires – it exhibits a spike-like shape arising from discrete energy levels due to a splitting of the energy bands into subbands. This gives rise to manipulate the electronic properties of the material and to utilize the electronic transport properties of various quasi-1D materials systems for a wide range of practical devices. For instance, according to Sandormirskii (Sandormirskiï, 1967) and Farhangfar (Farhangfar, 2006), semimetallic thin films and rectangular nanowires show oscillating transport properties caused by the subband splitting.

Fig. 4. Density of electronic states $D(E)$ for different dimensionalities

With decreasing structure size the energy separation between the subbands increases and, consequently, the edges of the energy bands shift away from each other. In the simplest case, a nanowire can be modelled as a two-dimensional infinitely deep potential well leading to the following equation for the energy shift that the band edges experience with $N$ being the number of the subband and $d$ the wire diameter.

$$\Delta E = \frac{N^2 \hbar^2 \pi^2}{m^* d^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Since the electron effective mass is comparatively small in bismuth, QSEs are strongly pronounced in this material. Note that the valence and the conduction band at the L-point are strongly coupled leading to an increasing electron effective mass with increasing band gap. The dispersion relation for the L-point bands is described by the Lax two-band model (Lax et al., 1960) (see equation (5)). For interband transitions, transitions between the $n$-th valence subband to the $n$-th conduction subband are allowed, where $|<v|p|c>|$ is the coupling between the valence subband $v$ and conduction subband $c$, and $m_e$ is the free electron mass. At the band edge ($k = 0$), the momentum matrix element for the different subband states is the same, i.e., as the band gap enlarges, $|<v|p|c>|$ remains constant, and the effective mass increases (Black et al., 2002).

$$\frac{1}{m^*} = \frac{1}{m_e} + \frac{2}{m_e^2} \frac{\left|<v|p|c>|\right|^2}{E_g} - \frac{12\hbar^2 k^2}{E_g^3 m^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Owing to the spike-like $D(E)$ for 1D nanowires, the kinetic properties of the system will oscillate as a function of $d$, as long as the carrier gas is degenerate. These oscillations are connected with abrupt changes of the density of states on the Fermi surface as one subband after another passes $E_g$. According to Sandormirskiï (Sandormirskiï, 1967) and Farhangfar (Farhangfar, 2006), the periodicity for films and rectangular nanowires is given by the
critical thickness and width, respectively. Assuming that the Fermi level does not shift with the wire diameter, and according to equation (4), the critical diameter $d_c$ is approximately given by

$$d_c \approx \frac{N h \tau}{\sqrt{\Delta E_m*}} = \frac{N h}{\sqrt{4E_Fm*}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Figure 5 displays the computed band-edge energies as a function of the nanowire diameter with respect to the energy of the band edge of the L-point conduction band in bulk Bi. For calculations, the values $E_{gl} = 36$ meV, $E_0 = 98$ meV, $E_F = 56$ meV, and $E_gT = 200$ meV are used. In Fig. 5(a), the electron effective mass is assumed to be constant, namely $m^* = 0.002 m_e$, whereas in 5(b) the Lax two-band model has been taken into account. The strong coupling of electrons and holes at the L-point leads to a smaller energy shift of the band edges at the L-point for a given wire diameter. In addition to the shift of the band edges, the Fermi energy increases with diminishing wire diameter. The rise of $E_F$ occurs in order to obtain charge neutrality, i.e., for achieving the same number of electrons and holes. At a critical wire diameter $d_c$, the lowest subband of the conduction and the highest subband of the valence band do not overlap anymore. Thus, bismuth nanowires undergo a transition from a semimetal to a semiconductor at $d_c$ of about 35 nm and 70 nm for calculations with and without incorporating the dependence of $m^*$ on the band gap, respectively. Note that $d_c$ is a function of the crystalline orientation due to the highly anisotropic Fermi surfaces, resulting in a dependence of the electron effective mass on the crystalline direction. Lin et al. predicted the semimetal-semiconductor-transition to take place at 77 K for nanowires of $d_c = 45, 44, 33$ and 20 nm oriented along $[10\overline{1}1]$, bisectrix, trigonal and binary axis, respectively (Lin et al., 2000).

Note that in order to observe QSEs two preconditions have to be satisfied: (i) The relaxation time $\tau$ must be sufficiently long, i.e., $\tau > h/(E_{n+1} - E_n)$ with $(E_{n+1} - E_n)$ being the energy separation between two subbands at the Fermi level. (ii) The thermal broadening of the levels must be small compared to the subband splitting. In order to fulfill the first requirement, the specimens must consist of grains much larger than $l_e$, and should possess only a small number of defects. In order to meet the second precondition, the subband splitting at the Fermi level must exceed the thermal broadening (e.g. 25 meV which corresponds to $kT$ at 300 K). A number of studies exist reporting QSE at room temperature for Bi thin films with thicknesses > 100 nm (Duggal & Rup, 1969; Rogacheva et al., 2003). Since nanowires confine the electronic wavefunction in two instead of only one dimension like in thin films, quantum size effects are expected to occur at diameters larger than the reported film thicknesses and, hence, QSE can be investigated in few hundred nanometer thick wires.

1.4 Wear-out failure

An important aspect for components based on nanowires or carbon nanotubes (CNTs) is the maximal current density such quasi one-dimensional structures are able to carry. Bulk metals fail because of Joule heating at current densities of $10^3$ to $10^4$ A/cm$^2$ (Ho & Kwok, 1989) while CNTs can carry $10^9$ A/cm$^2$ (Dai et al., 1996). In the case of bulk bismuth, the specific electrical conductivity and the thermal conductivity are more than 50 times smaller than for metals and the melting temperature amounts only to $T_m = 544$ K. Consequently, Bi
Fig. 5. Energy of the band edges as a function of the wire diameter: a) $m^* = 0.002 m_e = \text{const}$, b) employing the Lax two-band model with $m^* = 0.002 m_e$.

is expected to fail at one to two orders of magnitude lower current densities. High critical current densities of the order of $10^6$ A/cm$^2$ can be observed in microstructured metal lines, which serve as interconnects in microelectronic circuits. These metal lines are fabricated by photolithographic patterning on silicon wafers. Because of the intimate thermal contact of the film to the substrate with high thermal conductivity (150 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ for silicon), the Joule heat can be dissipated immediately to the substrate and, therefore, higher current densities compared to suspended metal wires can be observed. In addition to Joule heat dissipation, another effect was identified in microelectronics as a potential wear-out failure for devices that employ metal film conductors, namely electromigration (Black et al., 1969). Electromigration is a mechanism for transport of matter by high electric current densities: when a metal ion is thermally activated and is at its saddle point, i.e., it is lifted out of its potential well and is essentially released from the metal lattice, two opposing forces act in an electrically conducting single-band metal: (i) the electric field applied induces a force on the activated positive ion in the direction opposite to the flow of the conduction electrons. (ii) The rate of momentum exchange between the electrons colliding with the ions exerts a force on the metal ions in the direction of the electron flow. Because of the shielding effect of the electrons, the force on the ions due to the electric field is quite small and, hence, the predominant force is that of the “electron wind”. This causes dramatic failures in interconnects and it has been shown that is material, geometry and size-dependent.

2. Nanowire synthesis and structural characterization

Because of the low melting point of bismuth the synthesis of Bi nanowires is rather difficult. Most of the existing high-temperature approaches like laser ablation, plasma-arc or chemical vapour deposition are not appropriate for their fabrication. However, several different techniques exist for Bi nanowire preparation including solvothermal synthesis (Gao et al., 2003), the Taylor process (Glocker & Skove, 1977), electron beam writing techniques (Chiu &
Shih, 2004), and the template method (Cornelius et al., 2005; Huber et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 1998). Solvothermal synthesis provides nanowires of good crystalline quality with diameters down to 40 nm and with lengths of several μm. By using the Taylor process, single-crystalline Bi nanowires were created by filling a glass tube with metal and, subsequently, drawn into a thin capillary. The drawback of this method is the fact that the temperature must exceed the softening point of glass and, as a consequence, the wires may be contaminated. Electron beam lithography enables the creation and electrical contacting of rectangular bismuth wires with lengths of several tens of micrometers, thickness 50 nm and width in the range of 70 – 200 nm. However, the wire crystallinity that strongly influences all transport properties cannot be controlled by this approach. In the case of polycrystalline materials electron scattering at the grain boundaries leads to higher resistivity values than for single-crystalline ones. Furthermore, grain boundaries are locations at which electromigration-driven failure predominantly occurs. Moreover, in the case of bismuth, due to its highly anisotropic Fermi surface, the properties of the material are highly dependent on the crystalline orientation. The most common technique is the template method which is a very general approach used to prepare arrays of nanomaterials. The most commonly used nanoporous templates are track-etched polycarbonate membranes (Martin, 1994; Toimil Molares et al., 2001; Cornelius et al., 2005; Karim et al., 2006) and porous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes (Masuda & Nishio, 2006; Heremans et al., 2000; Huber et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 1998). Common to all these templates is the fact that the pores are perpendicular to the surface of the membrane. Bismuth was synthesized in the pores by several techniques, most commonly by high-pressure injection (Huber et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 1998) and the electrochemical deposition of bismuth into the channels (Wang et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2001; Cornelius et al., 2005).

2.1 Template fabrication

- Anodic alumina oxide (AAO) templates (Masuda & Nishio, 2006)

Porous anodic aluminum oxide templates are fabricated by anodizing aluminum sheets in an oxalic acid solution. During this process, cylindrical pores with diameter 7 – 200 nm are self-assembled into a hexagonal array. The pore diameter and the distance between the pores are controlled systematically by varying the anodization voltage and the electrolyte used. The thickness of the alumina template determines the wire length, and can be controlled by the anodization time. By this method, templates containing a high density of pores of up to $10^{10}$ pores per cm$^2$ can be prepared. Thus, leading to densely packed nanowire arrays.
Ion track-etched membranes

To fabricate ion track-etched membranes, polycarbonate foils tens of micrometers thick are irradiated with swift heavy ions. The charged particles modify the material along their trajectory creating cylindrical volumina – so-called ion tracks – which behave chemically different to the non-irradiated foil. Tracks in polycarbonate are selectively dissolved in aqueous sodium hydroxide. Prior to the chemical etching the foils are treated by UV light for sensitizing them to the leach. The pore density is given by the applied ion fluence and vary between 1 single pore per foil and $5 \times 10^9$ pores/cm$^2$. The pore diameter increases linearly with the etching time, and the etching rate depends on the etchant concentration and temperature.

Single nanochannel membranes are fabricated at the GSI Helmholtz Center for Heavy Ion Research GmbH, by single ion irradiation and chemical etching (Apel et al., 1999; Siwy et al., 2003; Cornelius et al., 2007). Single ion irradiation is performed by defocusing the ion beam so that $\sim 10^4$ ions/cm$^2$ reach the sample. A mask with a 100 micrometer aperture is placed in front of the sample, and a detector is placed behind the sample. As soon as an ion reaches the detector, a chopper deflects the ion beam. With this set up, single-ion irradiation or irradiation with a preset number of ions can be performed. For the etching of single-track membranes, the irradiated polymer foil is placed between two compartments of an electrolytical cell, using a 2M NaOH solution at 60 °C as etchant and a gold rod as electrodes is immersed on each side (Chtanko et al., 2004). During etching a potential is applied between the two electrodes and the current is recorded as a function of the etching time. After etching, the membrane is rinsed with distilled water. The effective pore diameter $d_{\text{eff}}$ of a single nanopore is determined by conductivity measurement with 1 M KCl solution and two Ag/AgCl electrodes. By means of the following equation $d_{\text{eff}}$ is calculated assuming an ideal cylinder

$$d_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{4L I \over \pi \kappa U}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

with $L$ being the length of the pore, i.e., the membrane thickness, $U$ is the applied voltage, $\kappa$ is the conductivity of the 1 M KCl solution ($\kappa = 10$ S/m at 20 °C), and $I$ is the recorded current.

Ion track-etched membranes can also be purchased e.g. from Whatman company. However, misalignment of the pores (tilted up to 34°) and cigar-like shapes of the commercial membrane pores have been reported (Schönenberger et al., 1997).

2.2 Nanowire growth and characterization

Bismuth nanowires have been grown in templates using different growth techniques, and few of them are shortly described in as following:

i. Pressure injection: Molten bismuth was pressed by high pressure into the pores of AAO membranes. Afterwards, the setup was cooled down leading to recrystallization of the molten material within the nanopores. Since the pressure needed for pushing the melt into the pores scales inverse with the pore diameter, this technique is limited to pores with a diameter of few ten nanometers (Huber et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 1998).

ii. Vapor phase technique: For this purpose, a heater containing bismuth and being covered by an AAO template is heated to temperatures of 400 to 500 °C. At this temperature...
bismuth evaporates and penetrates the nanopores. Then, a slow cool-down phase is initiated. Since the top plate is cooler than the crucible, bismuth starts to condense at the top-side of the porous plate downwards. When the temperature has fallen below the melting temperature of Bi (271 °C) the process is finished. This method allowed the creation of nanowires with diameters down to 7 nm (Heremans et al., 2000).

iii. **Electrochemical deposition (Fig. 7)**: Electrochemical deposition of bismuth in nanopores has been reported using two different electrolytes based on Bi(NO$_3$)$_3$ (Wang et al., 2001) and BiCl$_3$ (Cornelius et al., 2005). One side of the template was coated by a conductive layer that served as cathode during the subsequent electrochemical deposition of bismuth inside the nanopores. In most cases, depositions were performed potentiostatically. Reverse pulse deposition at both low and high frequency have also been reported. For potentiostatic and low frequency reverse pulse depositions the wires fill the complete nanopore cross-section. In contrast, for high-frequency depositions the needles possess a smaller diameter than the pores and, thus are free-standing within the template (Li et al., 2005).

![Fig. 7. Schematic of the electrodeposition template method: a) nanoporous membrane, b) deposition of a conductive layer on one side of the template, c) growth of the nanowires inside the pores.](image)

### 2.3 Nanowire crystallinity

The crystallinity of nanowires prepared in templates by the different synthesis methods has been investigated by several groups by X-ray diffraction (XRD) as well as transmission electron microscopy (TEM) including selected-area electron diffraction (SAED). As expected, crystallinity and preferred orientation reported for the bismuth nanowires differs depending on the fabrication technique. Single-crystalline Bi nanowires oriented along the [102] direction were prepared by a low-temperature solvothermal process (Gao et al., 2003). Nanowires with diameters 40 and 95 nm created by high-pressure injection in alumina templates exhibited a <202> and <012> texture, respectively, indicating that the preferred crystalline orientation is a function of the wire diameter (Lin et al., 2000). Nanowires grown by the vapor technique possess a <202> texture as 40-nm diameter wires grown by pressure injection (Heremans et al., 2000). Bismuth nanowires fabricated by potentiostatic electrodeposition exhibited in all cases a single-crystalline <110> texture independently of the template and of the bath that was used (Cornelius et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2001). When using a bismuth chloride electrolyte, a pronounced increase of the <110> texture with decreasing overpotential and rising temperature. Fig. 8(a) displays the $\theta$-2$\theta$ scan for an array of nanowires deposited at -17 mV and 60 °C revealing a very pronounced <110> texture. The single-crystallinity was proven by rocking curves around the <110> direction (Fig. 8(b)). In (Cornelius et al., 2005), the authors reported an increase in the texture with diminishing wire diameter. The preferred orientation of the crystals can be varied by applying reverse
pulses instead of a constant potential during the deposition process. As can be seen from the rocking curves around the <110> direction (inset of Fig. 8(b)) for short cathodic cycles \( t_c \) and high anodic potentials \( U_a < 100 \) textured wires were obtained. This preferential orientation becomes less pronounced for longer \( t_c \) and lower \( U_a \) while the <110> texture becomes stronger.

Fig. 8. a) \( \theta-2\theta \) scan and b) rocking curve for bismuth nanowire array deposited at -17 mV and 60 °C. The inset shows rocking curves for nanowires deposited applying reverse pulses.

For transmission electron microscopy studies, the template was removed and the wires were subsequently placed onto a TEM grid. Fig. 9(a) presents an overview of bismuth nanowires with diameter 80 nm grown potentiostatically at 60 °C and -17 mV. In the image, the wires attach to the structures of the TEM grid exhibiting great flexibility. Further, the micrograph demonstrates the smooth contour of the wires as well as the homogeneous diameter along the wire length. A high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) micrograph and a SAED pattern of a wire with diameter 30 nm are displayed in Fig. 9(b) and (c), respectively. The HRTEM image shows the atomic lattice of the wire demonstrating the single-crystalline character of the wire being supported by the SAED pattern which displays regular diffraction signals. Further, the diffraction pattern evidences that the wire is oriented along the <110> direction coinciding with the results obtained by XRD.

Fig. 9. a) TEM image of Bi nanowires with diameter 80 nm. b) TEM micrograph of Bi nanowire with diameter 50 nm and correspondent SAED pattern. c) High resolution TEM image of the same Bi nanowire.
Due to their high surface-to-volume ratio of nanostructures, surfaces influence strongly the properties of nanowires. Alumina templates can be only removed with either strong acids or sodium hydroxide, and studies revealed that solvents used for dissolving the AAO template may attack and modify the wire surface. Thus, a comparatively thick oxide layer (~ 7nm) has been found on bismuth wire surfaces after dissolution of the template (Cronin et al., 2002). Polymer membranes are dissolved by organic solvents such as dimethylformamide (DMF, C₃H₇NO) and dichloromethane (CH₂Cl₂). Figures 10(a) and (b) display TEM images of two nanowires deposited in the same template, but from two different sample areas dissolved either in dichloromethane (Fig. 10(a)) or in dimethylformamide (Fig. 10(b)). In contrast to DMF, dichloromethane as solvent modifies the surface of the wires being marked by a bracket. The layer consists of a material that possesses a larger interlattice plane distance than bismuth. On top of this layer, an amorphous material is observed that contains most probably polymer residuals. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) and the Fourier transform of the micrograph in Figure 10(c), reveal a modified surface layer consisting of bismuth oxychloride (BiOCl) piling up along the c-axis, i.e., normal to the wire axis, presumably developed during or after the dissolution of the template in dichloromethane (CH₂Cl₂).

For further processing such as lithographical contacting of single wires for electrical resistance measurements such surface layers must be avoided. Thus to avoid that large contact resistances hinder reliable measurements, a careful choice of the template solvent is required.

![Fig. 10. High-resolution transmission electron micrographs. The templates were removed by a) dichloromethane (CH₂Cl₂) and b) dimethylformamide. c) HRTEM combined with SAED and EDX reveals that the surface layer consists of BiOCl.](image)

3. Electrical transport properties

For investigating the electrical transport properties of low-dimensional systems, the electrical resistivity of bismuth nanowire arrays as well as of single wires were studied. In the case of arrays a pseudo-four-point contacting method was employed, i.e., the wires were
Finite- and Quantum-size Effects of Bismuth Nanowires

left embedded in the template (AAO or ITPC membrane) and on each side of the membrane two leads were fixed by a conductive glue (Fig. 11(a)). One lead on each side serves for measuring the potential drop and the other one for the electrical current. The contact resistance cannot be determined by this method but at least the resistance of the leads does not affect the measurement. Since the exact number of contacted nanowires is unknown, absolute values of the electrical resistivity cannot be determined in the case of arrays. To measure absolute values of the nanowire resistance, measurements at the single nanowire level are needed. Different approaches have been reported for contacting single wires. As mentioned above, nanowire arrays were created in alumina templates by high-pressure injection of molten bismuth into the pores, the matrix being subsequently removed using an oxidizing acid. Since the wire surface was oxidized by this strong acid, the wires could not be reliably contacted by lithography (Cronin et al., 2002). Single wires with rectangular cross-section were prepared on a Si substrate by an electron beam writing technique. Bonding pads were formed on the oxide employing filament evaporation and optical lithography. Such wires were subsequently treated by reactive ion etching in order to reduce their dimensions. With this method, electrical transport measurements on the same wire with incremental reductions in diameter. However, this approach may affect the surface roughness of the wire and, hence, influence the transport characteristics (Farhangfar, 2007). Both experiments used a contacting approach as schematically depicted in Fig. 11(b). Single bismuth nanowires were grown in single-pore ion track-etched polycarbonate membranes (Toimil Molares et al., 2004; Cornelius et al., 2006; Cornelius et al., 2008). After growth of the nanowire and the formation of a cap on top of it, this wire was left embedded in the template. Thus, the wires were protected against oxidation and, in particular, not endangered by chemical reactions with a matrix solvent. In order to contact the embedded needles electrically an additional gold layer was sputtered on the cap grown on top of the wire and the complete sample was placed between two macroscopic copper plates (Fig. 11(c)).

Fig. 11. Schematics of different methods for contacting single nanowires electrically: a) An undetermined number of wires in a multipore template. b) Single nanowire on a Si/SiO$_2$ substrate contacted by lithographic methods. c) Single nanowire electrochemically grown in a single nanopore membrane and contacted by two macroscopic metallic layers.

3.1 Finite-size effects

Finite-size effects on the electrical transport properties of single bismuth nanowires were studied on wires grown electrochemically under different deposition conditions. By employing three different sets of deposition parameters (temperature and voltage), nanowires with diameters between 200 and 1000 nm with different average grain size $D$ were successfully synthesized. The scanning electron micrographs (Fig. 12) of caps grown on top of the three types of wires show the variation of the mean grain size as a function of
Each single nanowire was electrically contacted using the setup shown in Fig. 11(c). The specific electrical resistivity of wires with diameter > 150 nm was calculated from the I-U characteristics and is plotted as a function of the diameter in Fig. 12. The data evidence that nanowires deposited at lower $U$ and higher $T$, i.e., with larger grain size (red circles) exhibited the lower resistivity values, while nanowires deposited at higher $U$ and lower $T$, i.e., with the smallest grain size (green squares), exhibited the larger resistivity values. The specific resistivity amounted to 850, 440, and 315 $\mu\Omega$ cm, i.e., 7.5, 3.8, and 2.8 times larger than the bulk resistivity (solid black line), for the three types of nanowires, increasing with decreasing mean grain size. This is in good qualitative agreement with the MS model presented by Mayadas and Shatzkes (Mayadas & Shatzkes, 1970). It is remarkable that even for nanowires built up by large grains the specific electrical resistivity is about threefold the bulk value.

Fig. 12. Specific electrical resistivity of single Bi nanowires deposited under three different conditions leading to three different mean grain sizes. Scanning electron micrographs of nanowire caps representing the different grain size for the different types of wires.

Different groups reported measurements of the resistance of bismuth nanowires as a function of temperature, revealing different behaviours (Cornelius et al., 2006; Heremans et al., 2000; Liu et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2000). For nanowire arrays prepared by high-pressure injection in alumina templates and for single wires electrochemically deposited in single-pore ion track-etched membranes with $d > 200$ nm a non-monotonic resistance versus temperature behaviour was reported. The resistance increased, passed a maximum, and declined when cooling down the wires from 300 to 10 K (Fig. 13(a)). The resistance maximum shifts to lower temperatures and the residual resistance becomes larger for increasing wire diameter. The same trend is observed for nanowire arrays (Kaiser et al., 2009) (Fig. 13(b)).

The non-monotonic behavior, when lowering the temperature, was attributed to the opposite contributions of decreasing charge carrier density $n$ and increasing mobility $\mu$ to the electrical resistivity $\rho = n\mu$. In bulk Bi, the gain in mobility surpasses the reduction of charge carrier density, leading to a monotonic decrease of resistivity with lowering $T$. In contrast, $l_e \sim \mu$ is limited in nanowires by both wire diameter and grain size, and thus the gain in mobility is limited due to finite-size effects (Fig. 14). These converse effects (decreasing number of phonons, increase and limitation of $l_e$, and decreasing $n$) lead to the
observed non-monotonic $R$ vs $T$ curve. In (Cornelius et al., 2006), the temperature dependence of the electron mobility for single Bi nanowires was calculated from the resistance data evidencing that $\mu$ saturates at few ten Kelvin. The saturation value was one to two orders of magnitude smaller than in bulk bismuth, and depended on both mean grain size and wire diameter. For wires of similar diameter, $\mu$ increases with growing mean grain size due to the decrease of electron scattering processes from grain boundaries when increasing $D$. For wires created under the same conditions, the smaller the wire diameter, the higher the mobility. This dependence can be explained either by the fact that thinner wires are formed by larger grains or that charge carrier density is affected by $d$.

In contrast to the non-monotonic $R(T)$ behaviour a monotonic increase of the resistance with decreasing temperature was reported for wires with diameters ranging from 200 nm to 2 µm prepared electrochemically in alumina templates (Liu et al., 1998). The authors attributed these observations to the fact that the wires possessed very small mean grain size, that in turn lead to a strong limitation of the carrier mobility. The same behaviour was found for wires with $d < 50$ nm created by the vapour-phase technique in alumina templates and for rectangular wires having a thickness of 50 nm and a width ranging from 75 to 200 nm created by the electron beam writing technique. This finding may be attributed either to the smallness of the grains like in the case before or to the fact that the wire width is close to the
predicted critical diameter for the semimetal-semiconductor transition. Thus, the observation may also be explained by a semiconductor-like behavior.

Numerous works concentrated on the magnetoresistance (MR) of bismuth nanowire arrays. In (Liu et al., 1998) the authors reported a very large positive magnetoresistance of 300% at low temperatures and 70% at room temperature with a quasilinear field dependence. Moreover, MR measurements on Bi nanowire arrays at low temperatures revealed a step-like increase that was attributed to a transition from one-dimensional to three-dimensional localization (Heremans et al. 1998; Kaiser et al., 2009). In addition, a dependence of the low temperature resistance of individual single-crystal bismuth nanowires on the Aharonov-Bohm phase of the magnetic flux threading the wire was reported (Nikolaeva et al., 2008). Recently, also superconductivity was reported for nano-granular bismuth nanowires that were prepared electrochemically (Tian et al., 2006). The critical temperatures $T_c$ amount to 7.2 and 8.3 K which coincide with $T_c$ values of the high-pressure phases Bi-III and Bi-V formed at 2.7 and 7.7 GPa, respectively. The superconductive transition for the wires was attributed to structural reconstruction in the grain boundary areas. For bulk rhombohedral bismuth superconductivity was not yet found down to 50 mK, while amorphous bismuth becomes superconductive at $\sim$ 6 K.

### 3.2 Quantum-size effects

In low-dimensional materials the density of states is modified due to spatial confinement. This enables the manipulation of the transport properties of low-dimensional structures. For instance, the confinement of the electron gas in a low-dimensional system causes an oscillation of the electronic transport characteristics as a function of the structure size. Such kind of oscillations were found for bismuth thin films (Duggal & Rup, 1969), (Rogacheva et al., 2003) and very recently also for Bi nanowires by Farhangfar (Farhangfar, 2007) and Cornelius et al. (Cornelius et al., 2008). Also, oscillations with different periodicity and magnitude were reported for rectangular and cylindrical nanowires. On the one hand, the conductivity of rectangular nanowires was measured on an individual wire whose width was reduced gradually by reactive ion etching. On the other hand, single cylindrical nanowires were prepared in a single-pore membrane. The different oscillatory characteristics can originate from the different wire cross-sections or from different surface properties. While the etching process applied to the rectangular nanowires may influence the surface roughness and, thus, the electron scattering at the surface, the cylindrical nanowires were left embedded in the polymer membrane in order to avoid any surface modification due to oxidation or to reactions with the solvent when removing the template. In the case of single cylindrical nanowires, the electrical conductivity oscillates as a function of the wire diameter (Fig. 15). These modulations have been described by exponential functions $\sigma \sim \exp(-d/d_0)$. The periodicity is extracted from the intersection points of the extrapolated fitting curves (represented by dotted lines) with the x-axis. The first intersection point represents the critical diameter for the semimetal-semiconductor transition amounting to $d_c = 40$ nm. Fitting this experimentally found $d_c$ value by equation (5) using $E_F = 56$ meV (Black et al., 2000), $m^* = 0.0022 m_e$ is derived for bulk Bi, in reasonable agreement with the value correspondent to electrons at the L-point. The critical diameters amount to 40, 115, 182, 281, and 358 nm. This progression can be approximated by a $d_n \sim (n+1/2)d_0$ proportionality with $d_0 = 80$ nm and $n$ being a natural number including zero similar to the energy levels of a harmonic oscillator.
The exponential behaviour of the oscillations may be explained by the thermal excitation of charge carriers. Only charge carriers close to the Fermi level contribute to the electrical transport. When a subband passes $E_F$, it is depleted and the charge carriers are transferred to lower states. At RT, they are excited thermally to higher subbands so that they participate in the electrical transport. With increasing band gap, i.e., decreasing wire diameter, the number of thermally excited carriers decreases and, thus, the electrical conductivity drops. As soon as a lower subband approaches $E_F$, the charge carrier density recovers and, hence, the conductivity increases to about 3000 S/cm being in agreement with the mean resistivity of 440 $\mu$Ω cm ($\sigma = 2272$ S/cm) reported in (Cornelius et al., 2006). The whole process occurs repeatedly until the lowest subband passed the Fermi level and the material is transferred into a semiconductor.

Fig. 15. Specific electrical conductivity of single Bi nanowires as a function of diameter.

4. Infrared optical properties

Infrared spectroscopy was performed on bismuth nanowire arrays embedded in alumina templates, on free-standing wire arrays, and on single nanowires that were placed on a Si wafer. The interpretation of spectroscopic features from arrays is rather complicated: the dielectric properties (in particular, vibration excitations) of an embedding material do not necessarily cancel out by measuring relative spectra and, furthermore, the spectra measured on nanowire arrays can be affected by the electromagnetic coupling of neighbouring needles. In order to separate the contributions of the wires and the alumina template an effective medium theory (EMT) was employed. In order to perform infrared spectroscopy on single bismuth nanowires the ion track-etched polymer membrane was dissolved in DMF and, subsequently, few drops of the solvent containing clean wires were put on a Si substrate. The single wires lying on the wafer were investigated at room temperature by spectroscopic microscopy at the IR beamline of the ANKA synchrotron light source at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. Single nanowires were located by means of optical microscopy and, subsequently, selected by an aperture with diameter 8 µm in the focal plane of the microscope. IR transmission spectroscopy was performed at normal incidence of light from 800 to $5500$ cm$^{-1}$. For this purpose, a Fourier transform IR spectrometer (Bruker IFS 66v/S) with a cooled mercury–cadmium–telluride detector was used. Nearby areas without any wires were selected for reference measurements. To obtain the relative IR transmission $T_{rel}(\omega)$ of a single wire, the substrate intensity $I_{ref}(\omega)$ is substracted from the wire signal $I_{wire}(\omega)$ by
\[ T_{\text{rel}}(\omega) = \frac{I_{\text{wire}}}{I_{\text{ref}}} \]  
(8)
and the absorption spectra \( A(\omega) \) are calculated by means of equation (9).
\[ A(\omega) = 1 - T_{\text{rel}}(\omega) \]  
(9)

Fig. 16. Schematic of experimental setup. Optical microscopy image of single Bi nanowire of \( d = 200 \) nm on a Si wafer. The two circles correspond to the locations where IR spectroscopy has been performed: (1) single wire and (2) reference position.

Experiments on single <110> textured bismuth nanowires with various diameters lying on a Si wafer revealed a pronounced infrared absorption (Fig. 17). The absorption onsets are defined by the intersection of the dashed lines (extrapolation of the strongest absorption increase) and the \( x \)-axis. The absorption edge was found to be blue-shifted with diminishing wire diameter. For instance, it is located at 1100 and 3500 cm\(^{-1}\) for wires with diameter of 400 and 30 nm, respectively. This absorption is ascribed to direct transitions in the vicinity of the L-point of the Brillouin zone and the blueshift is assigned to quantum size effects which involve

Fig. 17. Normalized infrared absorption spectra of single bismuth nanowires with different diameters.
a subband splitting of the energy bands. Hence, the band edges at the L-point shift away from each other leading to an increase of the forbidden band with decreasing specimen size. For free-standing <012> textured Bi nanowires with diameter 45 nm a strong absorption at ~1050 cm\(^{-1}\) was found. In addition to this large peak, smaller absorption signals were observed at ~616, ~667, ~798, and ~986 cm\(^{-1}\). These peaks were not seen for the nanowires embedded in alumina. The strong absorption signal at 1050 cm\(^{-1}\) was attributed to an indirect transition from the L-point valence band to the T-point valence band while no indication for direct transitions were found as for single wires located on a Si wafer. For bulk Bi this transition is very weakly pronounced due to the necessity of a phonon for changing the momentum of the excited electron while it surpasses all other signals in the case of these nanowires. Due to the spatial confinement in low-dimensional systems electrons may be effectively scattered at the surface and, thus, different points in the Brillouin zone are accessible by the excited charge carriers. Hence, no phonons are needed for those indirect transitions in low-dimensional systems. Note that the connections of different points in the Brillouin zone depend on the crystalline orientation of the system. This additional path for indirect transitions is also the explanation for the different absorption spectra of nanowires possessing different crystalline orientation. The other, smaller peaks in the spectrum are ascribed to intraband excitations which can only be found for low-dimensional structures. Because of quantum-size effects the energy bands split in sublevels.

5. Burn-out current density

Studies of the maximum current density of single bismuth nanowires were carried out. For this purpose, single Bi wires were electrochemically deposited in single-pore ion-track-etched polycarbonate membranes as described in Chapter 2. After electrical contacting (Fig. 11(c)), I-V characteristics were measured, ramping up the current in 50 \(\mu\)A steps until failure occurred. Figure 18(a) displays the V-I curve of a single bismuth nanowire with diameter 230 nm (deposition conditions: \(T = 50^\circ\)C, \(U = -25\) mV). The wire exhibits an Ohmic behavior (linear V-I curve) for currents up to 800 \(\mu\)A. Shortly before breakage, the V-I curve deviates from the linear behavior. The wire fails at \(I = 960\) \(\mu\)A, i.e., the wire is able to carry a current density of \(j_{\text{max}} = 2.31 \times 10^6\) A/cm\(^2\). This \(j_{\text{max}}\) is more than two orders of magnitude higher than in bulk metals such as Cu and Au and three to four orders of magnitude higher than expected for bulk bismuth.

In Fig. 18(b), the burnout current density is plotted as a function of the inverse wire diameter for several single bismuth nanowires, evidencing a direct proportionality between \(j_{\text{max}}\) and \(d^{-1}\). Our experiments reveal that wires with diameter of 1 \(\mu\)m may carry \(j_{\text{max}} \approx 5 \times 10^6\) A/cm\(^2\) and that the maximum current density increases with decreasing wire diameter. For metal thin films grown on substrates, it was found that \(j_{\text{max}}\) amounts to \(10^4 - 10^6\) A/cm\(^2\), i.e., these films can carry one to two orders of magnitude higher current densities than their bulk counterparts. The increase in \(j_{\text{max}}\) was attributed to the fact that the film dissipates the heat to the substrate. Similarly, nanowires embedded in a template may dissipate heat to the surrounding polymer. The heat dissipation will be more efficient for thinner nanowires that possess a higher surface-to-volume ratio. The results in Fig. 18(b) evidence that wires created at higher temperature and smaller overpotential (blue empty circles) can systematically carry higher current densities than wires created at higher voltages and lower temperatures (black filled squares). This is explained either by the fact that these wires contain less grain boundaries where mostly atom diffusion takes place, or that a smaller number of grain boundaries involves a smaller specific electrical resistivity and, hence, less Joule heat is generated.
The inset displays a zoom in at the maximal current density. (b) Maximal current density vs $d^{-1}$ for single nanowires created under two different deposition conditions.

The failure of the nanowires can be attributed to either Joule heating or electromigration, or a combination of both. The temperature of a wire with a diameter of 230 nm embedded in a template with a model diameter of 1 mm and thickness 30 μm was simulated by using the commercial software COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS. For computations, the thermal conductivities of the polymer template and the bismuth wires were 0.2 and 4 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$ (as known from Bi thin films (Völklein & Kessler, 1986)), respectively. We assumed a reduced thermal conductivity of the wires compared to bulk bismuth ($\kappa_{\text{bulk}} = 7.87$ W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$) due to finite-size effects. The thermal conductivity of the metal coatings on both sides of the template was 400 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$. As mentioned above, the current density $j_{\text{max}}$ of the nanowire with 230 nm diameter was $2.31 \times 10^6$ A/cm$^2$. Since the generated Joule heat is dissipated to the ambient by convection and radiation at the metallic surfaces, Neumann boundary conditions have been chosen at these surfaces with heat transfer coefficient $\alpha = 6.2$ W/(m$^2$ K) for convection and emissivity $\varepsilon = 0.05$ for thermal radiation heat transfer according to the Stefan–Boltzmann law. The calculated temperatures along the nanowire axis and normal to the wire (through its center) along a radial line through the template are presented in Figs. 19(a) and (b), respectively. The temperature of the wire contacts with the metal coatings remains at room temperature while the central 10 μm of the wire are heated to 542 K. Moreover, the temperature decreases to room temperature radially around the wire within 30 μm in the template material. The computed maximal temperature of the wire reaches almost the melting temperature of bulk bismuth ($T_m = 544$ K) indicating that the wire fails due to Joule heating. The asterisks in Figure 18(b) represent the calculated maximum current densities assuming wire failure due to Joule heating. The computed $j_{\text{max}}$ values are in excellent agreement with the experimentally determined current densities.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, bismuth is, due to its extraordinary electronic properties, namely a long mean free path of 100 nm, a large Fermi wavelength of 40 nm, and a very small electron effective mass ($0.001 - 0.26 m_e$), an excellent material to study the influence of finite-size and quantum-size effects on the transport properties of nanostructures. For the study of these
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Fig. 19. Simulated temperature profiles for a Bi nanowire of diameter 230 nm embedded in the template along the wire axis and across the wire center. The insets indicate the scanning directions.

effects, nanowire arrays as well as individual nanowires have been created by numerous techniques including a solvothermal process, electron beam lithography, the Taylor process, and the template method. Depending on the fabrication method, polycrystalline and single-crystalline wires with different preferred orientations have been grown. Measurements of the electrical conductance of both nanowire arrays and individual nanowires have evidenced a very strong influence of the wire crystallinity on the electrical resistivity value. In particular, the resistivity increases with respect to bulk with decreasing grain size, as predicted by the Mayadas-Shatzkes model. Moreover, resistance measurements as a function of temperature revealed a strong reduction of the charge carrier mobility originating from additional electron scattering processes at grain boundaries. This reduction of the mobility leads to a non-monotonic resistance vs temperature behaviour for wires consisting of large grains and a monotonic increasing resistance with decreasing temperature for fine-grained wires. In addition, studies of the electrical resistivity on individual wires as a function of the wire diameter revealed an oscillatory behaviour that has been attributed to quantum-size effects causing a splitting of the energy bands in subbands and, thus, to a modulation of the charge carrier density at the Fermi level. These novel findings are further supported by recent infrared spectroscopy experiments. For <012> textured wire arrays infrared absorptions were reported stemming from intraband excitations, i.e., excitations of the electrons from one subband to another. In addition, for single <110> textured wires an infrared absorption was found whose edge shifts to higher energies with decreasing wire diameter due to the shift of the band edges away from each and, hence, increasing the direct band gap in the vicinity of the L-point. The fact that different absorption spectra were found for differently textured nanowires was attributed to the possibility that electrons can be effectively scattered at the surface of spatially confined materials and, thus, making different points of the Brillouin zone accessible. Last but not least, studies on single bismuth nanowires embedded in the polymer template evidenced burn-out current densities 3 to 4 orders of magnitude larger than for bulk bismuth. In addition, the thinner the wire diameter, the larger the maximal current supported by the single nanowire. This effect is attributed to a more efficient heat dissipation from the wire to the surrounding polymer, for nanowires displaying higher surface-to-volume ratio.
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This volume is intended to orient the reader in the fast developing field of semiconductor nanowires, by providing a series of self-contained monographs focusing on various nanowire-related topics. Each monograph serves as a short review of previous results in the literature and description of methods used in the field, as well as a summary of the authors recent achievements on the subject. Each report provides a brief sketch of the historical background behind, the physical and/or chemical principles underlying a specific nanowire fabrication/characterization technique, or the experimental/theoretical methods used to study a given nanowire property or device. Despite the diverse topics covered, the volume does appear as a unit. The writing is generally clear and precise, and the numerous illustrations provide an easier understanding of the phenomena described. The volume contains 20 Chapters covering altogether many (although not all) semiconductors of technological interest, starting with the IV-IV group compounds (SiC and SiGe), carrying on with the binary and ternary compounds of the III-V (GaAs, AlGaAs, GaSb, InAs, GaP, InP, and GaN) and II-VI (HgTe, HgCdTe) families, the metal oxides (CuO, ZnO, ZnCoO, tungsten oxide, and PbTiO3), and finishing with Bi (a semimetal).
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